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About Us

● Welcome to MahWengKwai & Associates! 

● Trusted by small medium enterprises (SMEs), 
family businesses and individuals.

● Established in 1985 by Dato’ Mah Weng Kwai, 
now a consultant with the firm.

● Medium-sized law firm with 23 lawyers and 19 staff.



● Full-service law firm with 4 Departments:

○ Corporate

○ Dispute Resolution

○ Employment

○ Individuals & Families

Our Services



● 5 Practice Groups:

○ ASEAN-China Desk

○ Construction

○ Foreign Direct Investment

○ Real Estate

○ Sports & eSports

Our Practice Groups



● To share knowledge, raise awareness, encourage 
networking 

● For clients, potential clients, in-house counsel

● Recent MWKA Online Talk:

○ 21.7.2021: Understanding Medical Negligence Claims

● Upcoming MWKA Online Talk:

○ 1.9.2021: Am I a Tax Resident in Malaysia?

MWKA Online Talks



Gan Chong Chieh

● Partner in our Dispute Resolution 

Department

● Bachelor of Laws (Hons), University of 

London

● LLM in International Economic Law, East 

China University of Political Science and Law 

(ECUPL) 

● Admitted to the Malaysian Bar in 2009

● General litigation, will writing, probate and 

administration, contentious probate 

litigation, banking litigation, debt recovery, 

arbitration, construction, family law, criminal 

law and Management Corporation and Joint 

Management Body disputes.



Eric Toh

● Associate in our Dispute Resolution and 

Individuals & Families departments.

● Bachelor of Laws (Hons) from Australian 

National University

● Admitted to the Malaysian Bar in 2018

● Areas of practice include general litigation, 

family, citizenship, adoption, land disputes 

and defamation



❖ What Defamation is

❖ Justification and Fair Comment

❖ Cases of Defamation Online

❖ Tips and How to Respond 

Talk Points Today



What Defamation is

● Governed by the Defamation Act 1957 (“DA”) 

● Common Law

● Two types of defamation

○ Libel - Defamation in permanent form e.g. written words in 
articles, newspapers, Facebook posts, Whatsapp messages, 
Google reviews etc;

○ Slander - Defamation in temporary form e.g. spoken words.



What Defamation is

● A defamatory statement is a statement that:

○ Tends to lower a person in the estimation of right thinking 
members of society generally;

○ Causes a person to be shunned or avoided or to expose him 
to hatred, contempt or ridicule; or

○ Conveys an imputation on a person disparaging or injurious 
to his office, profession, calling, trade or business.



What Defamation is

● Libel elements:

○ There is a defamatory statement made or conveyed by 
written or printed words or in some other permanent form;

○ The defamatory statement concerns the plaintiff; and

○ The defamatory statement is published to a person other 
than the plaintiff



What Defamation is

● Libel elements:

○ There is a defamatory statement made or conveyed by 
written or printed words or in some other permanent form;

○ The defamatory statement concerns the plaintiff; and

○ The defamatory statement is published to a person other 
than the plaintiff

eg: Shop X’s food is tasteless and its employees are rude and 
obnoxious. (Google review) 



Publication

● Peguam Negara Malaysia v Mkini Dotcom Sdn Bhd & Anor [2021] 
2 MLJ 652

○ AG brought contempt proceeding against Malaysiakini as the 
first respondent and its editor-in-chief, Steven Gan. 

○ Malaysiakini allowed for the publication of comments by third 
party online subscribers in response to online news articles.

○ Comments made to Malaysiakini article by third party online 
subscribers that allegedly scandalised the Judiciary in general 
and the Chief Justice of the Federal Court in particular



Publication

● Section 114A Evidence Act

○ “A person whose name, photograph or pseudonym appears on any 
publication depicting himself as the owner, host, administrator, 
editor or sub-editor, or who in any manner facilitates to publish or 
re-publish the publication is presumed to have published or 
re-published the contents of the publication unless the contrary is 
proved.”

○ [45]  The presumption may be invoked against any person whose 
name appears on the publication as either the owner, host, 
administrator, editor, or sub-editor. It is beyond argument that 
Malaysiakini as the first respondent depicted itself as the host to 
the publication and by virtue of s 114A(1), Malaysiakini is presumed 
to have published the impugned comments.



Publication

● Whether presumption rebutted

○ [74] In our view to avoid liability, the first respondent must have 
in place a system that is capable of detecting and rapidly 
remove offensive comments. The first respondent cannot just 
wait to be alerted, because such alert may never come. Such a 
system if in place will go a long way in deflecting any allegation 
that publishers like the first respondent have a guilty mind in 
posting the impugned comments. It is not enough for the first 
respondent to merely rely on its T&C to online subscribers, or 
to say that it cannot edit a comment once posted or that they 
cannot monitor every comment published, due to sheer 
volume.



Publication

● Whether presumption rebutted

○ [75]  The three safeguards adopted by the first respondent 
have proved to fail and do not efficiently control or prevent 
offensive comments from being published. The first 
respondent’s responsibility cannot end by putting in place a 
T&C with such self-serving caveat for its own self-protection 
without regard to injury to others. The surrounding 
circumstances of the present case strongly suggest that the 
impugned comments were published without reservation 
and were only taken down upon being made aware of by the 
police.



Publication

● Whether presumption rebutted

○ [78]  Ultimately, Malaysiakini is the owner of its website, 
publishes articles of public importance, allows subscribers 
to post comments to generate discussions. It designs its 
online platform for such purpose and decides to filter foul 
words and rely on all the three measures it has taken. In 
other words, the first respondent designs and controls its 
online platform in the way it chooses. It has full control of 
what is publishable and what is not. It must carry with it, the 
risks that follow from allowing the way its platform 
operates….



Justification

● To rely on this defence, a defendant has to show that the 
defamatory words are true or substantially true.

● Section 8 DA:

○ In an action for libel or slander in respect of words 
containing two or more distinct charges against the plaintiff, 
a defence of justification shall not fail by reason only that 
the truth of every charge is not proved if the words not 
proved to be true do not materially injure the plaintiffs 
reputation having regard to the truth of the remaining 
charges.



Justification

● Example:

○ B publishes a defamatory statement about C having an 
extramarital affair. B will be successful in raising the defence 
of justification if B can prove that C did indeed engage in 
adultery.



Fair Comment

● For the defence of fair comment to succeed, the following 
elements will have to be satisfied by the defendant: 

○ The defamatory words must be comments as opposed to 
statements of fact;

○ The comments must be based on facts proven to be true;

○ The comments must be fair; and

○ The comments must be on a matter of public interest.

● “Fair” does not mean reasonable, but comments must be made 
in the absence of malice. Comments can be exaggerated but 
must be held to be honest. 



Fair Comment

● Whenever a matter is such as to affect people at large, so that 
they may be legitimately interested in, or concerned at, what is 
going on or what may happen to them or to others, then it is a 
matter of public interest on which everyone is entitled to make 
fair comment 

- Dato Sri Dr Mohamed Salleh Ismail & Anor v Nurul Izzah Anwar 
& Anor (CA)

● However, this defence will fail if the defamatory words were 
published with malice.



Fair Comment

● Example:

If it is said of a member of the Bar that the unfit to be a member of 
the Bar, that statement by itself is one of fact. On the other hand, if 
the same statement was prefaced by a statement that the member of 
the Bar has been convicted of cheating, then the statement becomes 
a comment.



Fair Comment

● G Sdn Bhd v LMY [2013] 1 LNS 1032  

● The Plaintiff sued the Defendant ex-employee for certain posts 
made by the Defendant on the Lowyat forum. 

● The statements were in relation to the work environment and 
conditions:

○ "If you work for the money - Dun go. Not as promise.

If you work for interest - Dun think. You will know why.

If you work for challenge - Welcome. You will definitely feel 
like war field everyday."



Fair Comment

● G Sdn Bhd v LMY [2013] 1 LNS 1032  

○ [24] On the defendant's usage of the phrase "war field", the 
defendant testified that the expression used by her was 
based on the high turnover in staff, cctv monitoring 
movements of employees in the office premises and, rude 
and humiliating remarks of SP1. The defendant explained 
on what she has experienced during her tenure with the 
plaintiff. SP1 admitted that there was a high turnover rate in 
staff with over 50% to 70%. The defendant further testified 
on various practices of SP1 which includes to having 
demerit book called 'Purple Book' in which salary of 
employee would be deducted for wrongdoing;



Fair Comment

● G Sdn Bhd v LMY [2013] 1 LNS 1032  

○ It is my finding that the defendant evidence on this aspect of 
"war field" was corroborated by the evidence of SD2 and 
also by the independent evidence of commentators of the 
same forum, namely A,B and C. It my considered opinion 
that the defendant's expression on the "war field' is 
qualified to be comments based on basic facts and her own 
true experience with the plaintiff's company and in 
response to an enquiry by a member of the forum.



Online Defamation

● Social Media (Facebook, Twitter etc)

● Google review



Online Defamation

● Social Media (Twitter)

● Dato' M v NAR (No 1) [2012] (High Court) 

○ Plaintiff is a businessman, managing director and shareholder 
of a holding company of a group of companies.

○ Defendant was a journalist. 

○ Plaintiff argued that Defendant’s twitter account is public so his 
tweets are visible to everyone and not just his followers. Every 
time the Defendant sends out a tweet, it will be sent to his 
followers in real-time. 



Twitter

● “Aggravated damages can be awarded in light of the defendant's 
conduct in failing to make any apology, failure to withdraw the 
offending statements from his website thus allowing the 
defamatory statements to continue to be published right up to 
the date of the hearing”.

● “The defendant is a journalist whose column ... garners a healthy 
following. The defendant's column regularly deals with issues of 
public interests which invites discussions and thought amongst 
his readers. His twitter website with more than 4000 followers 
and any number of casual drop-ins would naturally see heavy 
traffic”. 



Twitter

● Court awarded RM300k for general damages and another RM200k 
for aggravated damages. 



Online Defamation

● Social Media (Twitter)

● https://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/jun/02/malaysian-tw
eet-apology-defamation



Online Defamation

● Social Media (Twitter)

● "I've DEFAMED Blu Inc Media and Female Magazine. My tweets 
on their HR [human resource] policies are untrue. I retract those 
words and hereby apologise,"



Online Defamation

● Social Media (Facebook)

● GSR Sdn Bhd v LKS [2018] (High Court) 

○ Plaintiff - company carrying on business, among other 
things, as a real estate agent.

○ Defendant was an ex agent of the Plaintiff.



Facebook

● D posted alleged defamatory statements regarding P on his 
Facebook page and other Facebook pages (“Primary 
Statements”)

● There were also responses posted by third parties in response to 
the Primary Statements, plus additional posts and responses by 
the D (“Secondary Statements”)



Facebook

● Primary statements

● “These allegations, I would agree, meant and would be 
understood to mean that the Plaintiff:

○ was a dishonourable company,

○ had unreasonable policy and victimizes its agents by 
imposing fines, and

○ ill-treats its agents and would withhold legitimate payments 
such as commission and overriding commission from its 
agents.”



Facebook

● Is the Defendant to be responsible for the postings of others in 
his Facebook Page?

○ [42]  In this case however, it is clear beyond peradventure 
that the Defendant was well aware of the secondary 
statements posted by third parties on his Facebook Page 
and did not remove them. These third parties were people 
known to the Defendant. Suffice it to say that the Defendant 
knew of the secondary statements posted, did nothing to 
remove them, and was entirely recalcitrant about it. In fact the 
postings by the third parties were specifically in response to the 
Defendant’s own postings and, in the circumstances of this 
case, it could also be maintained that the Defendant had 
caused the publications by the third parties.



Facebook

● Is the Defendant to be responsible for the postings of others in 
his Facebook Page?

○ [43]  Having regard to the foregoing, I hold the Defendant 
liable for publishing the secondary statements that were 
posted on the Defendant’s Facebook Page. The postings … 
were, in my view, defamatory of the Plaintiff in the sense 
that they had portrayed the Plaintiff as a dishonourable 
company, one that would withhold the payment of 
commissions and it had a bad reputation.



Facebook

● Remedy

○ Damages, including aggravated damages, against the 
Defendant of RM50,000.00 together with interest at the rate of 
5% per annum;

○ Prohibitory injunction against the Defendant from publishing 
the defamatory statements or words of similar effect;

○ Remove or delete or cause to be removed or deleted the 
defamatory statements from his Facebook Page and from any 
other Facebook Page or website on which the Defendant has 
posted any of the said defamatory statements



Facebook

● SD Sdn Bhd v LMJ [2017]

○ Plaintiff filed an application seeking an order of interim 
injunction to restrain the defendant whether by herself, her 
servants, agents or otherwise, howsoever, from publishing or 
causing to be published in her Facebook account, posts which  
are allegedly defamatory of the plaintiff until the hearing and 
final disposal of the main defamation suit.



Facebook

● The Facebook posts were in relation to the alleged bad service in a 
restaurant owned by the plaintiff. One of the posts was shared more 
than 9,500 times on Facebook and was reposted and published in 
newspapers, websites, blogs and other Facebook pages. 

● Plaintiff argued that the because of the Facebook posts, its 
customers cancelled their reservations at the restaurant and if the 
interim injunction was not granted, the Plaintiff would suffer 
irreparable loss and damage to its reputation and goodwill



Facebook

● Posting 1 (excerpt):

● ‘This is my conversation wit the person in charge named J!

Me: i have made early dinner reservation n paid the same deposit amount as other ppl total 
cost rm100+ why i been arrange to sit at this type of shaking table n chair ya? Macam mamak 
chair.. Ur advertisement not like tat de wor..

J: u coming here for food only. If u wan nicer chair, u should go ikea!

Me: this is not the same as u promote in ur advertisement. N I feel cheated and the 
environment not the same.

J: u know is advertisement dy la! KFC chicken advertisement oso not same la.. n the lake is 
still here. The environment still same!

Me: so now u r saying u cheating on ur customer lar! I wan my refund.

J: sorry, no refund as we already stated in the reservation term.’



Facebook

● Posting 2 was substantially same as posting 1 with the following 
additional statements  (excerpt):

○ “Tetapi masih juga ada kawan internet yang lain amat marah dan 
beritahu saya mereka terpaksa tunggu dengan begitu lama baru di 
hiding makanan, makanan juga sangat tak sedap, berbeza dari 
gambar, mereka amat kecewa.

Fikirlah, makan malam RM210 untuk 2 orang. Bukan murah sangat. 
Harga ini dan di atur duduk di tempat begitu. Memanglah (emoji). 
Cara perkhimatan teruk sangat.”

● D claimed that posting 2 was based on comments from other internet 
users who claim that they were customers of the restaurant and not 
from her actual experience of eating the food and dining at the 
restaurant.



Facebook

● Justification?

○ D failed to adduce any evidence to support her contention 
that the events and conversation between her and J was as 
she had stated in posting 1 and posting 2; and

○ D failed to verify the truth of the comments she received 
from the internet users who claimed to have been 
customers of the restaurant prior to publishing posting 2 as 
a basis of her genuine belief that the impugned statement 
she had published in posting 2 was true or was substantially 
true.



Facebook

● Fair Comment?

○ It is the defendant’s case that the 3,600 comments she 
received after publishing posting 2 on Facebook supports 
her defence of fair comment. She has not provided any 
evidence to show that her comments at the time of 
publishing the postings were made based on true facts.



Google Review

● Google review

● C v L [2020] SASC 14 

○ Plaintiff is a lawyer in Adelaide and receives referrals by word of 
mouth. In late 2018, the Plaintiff became aware that he was 
losing clients. He then discovered in February 2019 that a 
review was posted on Google My Business in English and 
Chinese.



Google Review 

● Review:

○ “Stay clear of this place! G brings shame to all lawyers and is 
infamous for his lack of professionalism amongst the law 
society in Adelaide. He is only concerned about how to get 
most of your money by giving you false and misleading 
advices, and convincing you to go to court when it is clear that 
he doesn’t have a case to win”



Google Review 

● By February 2019, 80% of the Plaintiff’s clients left. 

● The Plaintiff then lodged a complaint with Google. The 
Defendant then changed her name on the review from L to B. 
After receiving the statement of claim from the Plaintiff, the 
Defendant then changed her name again from B to C. 

● To control the damage to his practice, the Plaintiff posted the 
statement of claim on his website. 

● The review was finally deleted on 30 April 2019. 



Google Review 

● However, on 20 April 2019, the Defendant posed another review 
using her father’s name:

○ “Bad Lawyer! Not at all reliable”

● The Plaintiff never met the Defendant and was never retained as 
her lawyer. 

● Court granted lawyer 750k 
○ Past Economic loss - 300k
○ Future Economic loss - 100k
○ Loss of goodwill - 150k
○ General damages - 100k
○ Aggravated Damages - 100k



Tips & How to Respond

● Do not engage immediately (danger of defaming others) 

● Ask poster of defamatory statement to remove (Facebook, 
twitter, website, instagram)

● Bad/negative review vs fake review



Bad Review vs Fake Review

● Check whether the reviewer was actually a client

● If google review is fake, request reviewer to remove (if possible) 
or contact Google to remove 

● If reviewer refuses to review or Google refuses to remove, 
commence a claim against the reviewer



Pre-Action Discovery

● KAP Sdn Bhd v MO Sdn Bhd & Ors [2018]

● P is franchise owner of cafe outlets. 

● The 1st Defendant is a company dealing with activities related to 
payment and to up services via the internet portal industry.

● The 2nd Defendant is a company providing website registration 
services.

● The 3rd Defendant is the owner of the website where the 
Defamatory Article was posted.



Pre-Action Discovery



Pre-Action Discovery

● Orders sought:

○ Defendants to disclose the information on the identities of 
the website owners;

○ For the website owners identified to disclose the necessary 
particulars (identity and addresses) of the parties who 
posted the defamatory content



Questions?



Date Topic Speakers

1.9.2021 Am I a Tax Resident in Malaysia? Christine Toh

Sign up for more MWKA Online Talks at  

https://mahwengkwai.com/talks-signup/    

Upcoming Talks



YouTube: www.youtube.com/user/mahwengkwai

Twitter: www.twitter.com/mahwengkwai

Instagram: www.instagram.com/mahwengkwai

Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/company/mahwengkwai

Facebook: www.facebook.com/mahwengkwai

Follow us on Social Media



Schedule a complimentary 30 minute video- 
consultation with our lawyers by filling up the form at  

https://mahwengkwai.com/schedule-a-meeting/

Complimentary Consultation
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Thank you!

Notice: This presentation does not constitute legal advice and its contents should not 

be relied upon as such. The facts and circumstances of each and every case will differ 

and therefore will require specific legal advice. Feel free to contact us for 

complimentary legal consultation.



Schedule a complimentary 30 minute video- 
consultation with our lawyers by filling up the form at  

https://mahwengkwai.com/schedule-a-meeting/

Complimentary Consultation

https://mahwengkwai.com/schedule-a-meeting/

